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DISCOVERY PROCEDURE FOR CF-LANGUAGES

o.

Summary
Given a finite sample (a "corpus") of strings, assumed to be

generated by a recursive context free phrase structure grammar,
to form hypotheses concerning the design of that grammar.

I.

Definitions
In accordance with our previous work (Cf. SMIL 3, Relative

Positions of Elements in Linguistic St:cings, by m e and Benny Brodda,
and Benny Brodda in KVAL PM No. 339 and 345} we prefer, for this
purpose, the following definitions:
a)

Finite State Grammar: an arrow diagram where the edges are
labelled with terminal elements.

(For "arrow diagram" cf.

op.cit.).
b)

CF-Grammar: an arrow diagram, where the edges are labelled
with terminal elements or with symbols denoting an arrow
diagram.

c}

CS -Grammar: an arrow diagram as under b) with "concord
rules" specifying that the choice of path at one node restricts
the freedom of choice at another node of the diagram.

2.

Aim
The kind of discovery procedure we attempt to formulate is a

mechanical procedure for forming that kind of hypothetical grammar
from a finite set of observed strings.

The procedure, of course,

would have to be supplemented by a verification/rejection procedure,
preferably based on answers to questions asked on the basis of the
hypothetical grammar; howevei; we shall not here discuss the complications involved by the feed-back mechanism.
In the SMIL article we outlined an algorithm for finding a nonrecursive finite - state grammar diagram, given a set of strings and
given the general hypothesis of transitivity, i.e., the hypothesis that

if ab ·and be are permitted strings then so are abc and ac.

That algo-

rithm was complete and programmable; the present PM suggests an
extension to the context-free type of diagram.
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3.

Finding Repetitiveness in a Finite State Diagram
Our discovery procedure begins by making a finite state

diagram, accounting for the observations made on the corpus.

As

defined in the article mentioned, the diagram will have been given
several edges with identical labels.

The diagram may look like the

following example:
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The most general - and on the whole the most successful method for inventing new hypotheses is to look at the facts, in this
case to take a long look at the diagram.

On inspection one will

find that it repeats itself at several places; thus, the part from node
0 to 6 more or less resembles that from 7 to 4 and that from 13 to 11.
Now, if the given corpus of observed strings was only a sample of a
large set of strings and if we have reason to believe that the grammar
generating the universe of strings is a recursive grammar, we are
justified in generalizing the diagram, stretching the similarities and
ass urning that the s ubdiagr ams found to be similar in our finite state diagram are identical in the unknown "infinite-state" diagram
generating the whole population of strings. Our hypothesis would
then be:

u
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w

Where A:
a.

h
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This way of reasoning is the one we want to simulate in a
formal discovery procedure.

We thus presuppose that we have a

finite-state diagram - which is always sufficient. for a finite corpus
- and want to generalize it into a recursive CF-diagram - which can
never be prooven on a finite material of strings.

4.

Criteria of Agreement
For a grammar to be recursive, the infinite-state diagram

must have two pairs of nodes, (i, j) and (k, 1) such that
a

i

<j

and

k

<1

where the inequality sign means "precedes"

(i.e., there is a path along the arrows in the diagram, in the
direction of the arrows, from i to j and from k to 1).
b

i

d..

k

and 1 ~j

where S:.. means either ''precedes" or "is the

same node as" and where no more than one of the two pairs
may be identical: (k, 1) defines a proper subdiagram of (i, j).
c

the subdiagram between i and j and that between k and 1 must
generate the same set of strings.

Let Aij and A kl be the sets of strings, generated if one
follows the paths in the diagram from i to j and from k to 1, respectively, and let then

A ij

-

A kl•

In a finite-state diagram we cannot, of course, find any part
'Nhich will generate exactly the same set of strings as will a part of
that part of the diagram.

The question is when the two sets of strings

are sufficiently alike to justify the hypothesis that the discrepancy is
caused merely by the restriction of the finite sample.
to specify the criteria for the agreement required.

We shall try

These are a few

suggestions.

4. 1

The One-Recursion Criterium
Assume that i, j, k, and 1 are nodes in the finite-state diagram

and that they fulfil the conditions a and b above.

Let Lij and Lkl be

the finite sets of strings generated by the respective parts of the diagram.

Let Lij/kl be the set of strings generated by paths from i to

j via k and 1.

Our first suggestion for a criterion is then that the

following two conditions are fulfilled:
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a)
b)
T hi s criterion me a n s that one degree of recursivity has been
observed in the corpus.

T his is no strong basis for a hypothesis on

infinite r e cursivity unless we h a ve a priori evidence that the structure
is r e c u rsiv e .

On the othe r h a n d , if the non-recursive part

(L . . n -, L . ·/kl) is complex, i t m a y well be that by chance some possilJ
lJ
bility has been realized in L kl w hich was not realized in Lij n -, Lij/kl
o r vice versa and instead of inclu sion we must then have some quantitative criteria of agreement in a and b.

Thus, in our example, if the

e-branch were missing from betwe en t he nodes 3 and 4 or between the
nodesl0 and llthere might still h a ve been reason to test the recursivity
hypo t hesis.

4.2

The n-Recursion Criterion (n ~

2)

Of cour se the above-mentioned criterion can be supplemented b y
a condition that Lkl should in turn have a similar subdiagram and so on
for a p r e scribed number of steps .

It will be easier to find recursions

i n the diagr a m if we require that n should be at least 2.

4. 3

M arko v C riterion

If the di agram can be interpreted as a Markov diagram, the
criterion is simpler.
By a s imple Markov dia g r am we shall here mean an arrow
diagram where each arrow is ass ociated with a probability, such that
the probabilities for all arrows departing from one node add up to 1
an d that the probability of a p ath is the product of the probabilities of
t h e arrow s that constitute the path.

We hasten to add that unfortunately

finite-state diagrams are only rarely paralleled by such simple Markov
di a grams in descriptions of natur al languages; at least, the quantitative mo d el has to include "c o r relations" between the probability of choice
a t differe n t nodes, i.e., we h a v e t o resort to a quantitative counterpart
of a context-sensitive diagram.)
In t h is quantitative case t h e transition from corpus to universe is
safer:

we can fall back on well-known statistical methods for going

from sample to population.

Thus, i f the node pair (i, j) defines a proper
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subdiagram of the diagram, define d by (i, j) as before, then F kl and
F .. will be frequency distributions .
~

If the sets Lkl and L .. are at all
~

similar, we can easily identify corresponding nodes in the two subdiagrams .

If the true diagram is recursive, each two corresponding

nodes represent one node in the true diagram, and we will thus have
two sample frequency distribution s for the set of branches from each
true node.

The statistical hypothe sis to be tested will be that these

two distributions are sample fluctuations of one and the same polynomial distribution .

4. 4

Recursive Recursion Detection
Naturally, the detection of recursivity must proceed recursively:

if for better or worse reasons as indicated above more than one subdiagram has been assumed to be recursive and replaced by a non-ter minal symbol {a name of a diagram), then of course this may have a
regularizing effect on the rest of the diagram so that other subdiagrams
will then fulfil the criteria of agreement adopted.

